Rapid visuomotor preparation in the human brain: a functional MRI study.
An important feature of human motor behaviour is anticipation and preparation. We report a functional magnetic resonance imaging study of the neuronal activation patterns in the human brain that are associated with the rapid visuomotor preparation of discrete finger responses. Our imaging results reveal a large-scale distributed network of neural areas involved in fast visuomotor preparation, including specific areas in the frontal cortex (middle frontal gyrus, premotor and supplementary motor cortex), the parietal cortex (intra-parietal sulcus, inferior and superior parietal lobe) and the basal ganglia. Our reaction time results demonstrate that it is easier to prepare two fingers on one hand than on two hands. This hand-advantage phenomenon was associated with relatively enhanced levels of activity in the basal ganglia and relatively reduced levels of activity in the parietal cortex. These findings provide direct evidence for differential activity in a distributed brain system associated with specific neuro-computational operations subserving fast visuomotor preparation.